ART. 46]             ARRANGEMENT  OF POINSOT'S  AXES,
For the sake of brevity let us write
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Multiplying the second and third of equations (4) Art. 44 by K<?a2 and JT32a3 respectively we have
K*a>z (Eq - Pa2) + K3*a3 (Rr - Ta3) = K& (- K&& + K^\) = K2K3Ep. The couple-moment P is therefore given by
(Kfa*+^tfr=R(Kfatf + Kfa9r-K2X3p)..................(1).
If the line of action of R only is given and the force may act either way along it, we obtain another value of P by inverting either the body or the forces. If T' be the couple-moment after inversion we have by Art. 43
(K^ + K^af)r = E(K^q^K^r + K^p)   ...............(2).
The force E then acts along the negative direction of its line of action. We may write (1) in the form
(ffaW+*sV)r=!Z{-(JV^
We therefore see that the plane through the line of action of E and the two generators whose couple-moments are zero (Art. 41) is
- (Kf - Kf) a^ + KB (JBTjOi + JT9) a& - K2 (K& + K3) a^= 0.........(4).
Conversely, when the magnitude of the couple P is given, either of the equations (1) or (3) enables us to find the generators which have the given moment P when the body is so placed that one of them is a Poinsot's axis. When P is given, either of these equations represents a plane intersecting the circular cylinder (5) in two straight lines which are parallel to the principal force. These are the generators required; see also Art. 41. If we change the sign of P we obtain another plane, parallel to the former, giving two other generators, each of whose couple-moments has the given magnitude but an opposite sign. These four are obviously symmetrically arranged round the principal force.
Another construction for Poinsot's axis and moment is indicated in the following examples.
Ex. 1. A straight line OQ is drawn through the central point 0 perpendicular to the plane containing the force E and its corresponding fixed generator. Prove that jp, 2, r are the coordinates of the point Q in which this straight line cuts the circular cylinder. Prove also that Q is one of the poles of the great circle represented by PPf in the figure of Art. 38.
Ex. 2. Let OS be the straight line whose direction cosines are proportional to -KZK3, K^a^ -ST32<23, when referred to the principal axes of the body at the central point 0; thus OS is fixed in the body when the position of OE is given. If <p be the angle contained by the lines OQ, OS, prove that
r
Show also that the straight line OS lies in the plane containing the force E and the two generators whose couple-moments are zero.
46. If the magnitude of the couple-moment P is given as well as the line of action of E, we may obtain other cylinders which will intersect the right cylinder already found in the corresponding Poinsot's axes.
The first of equations (4) Art. 44 is
E (- Tja3 -f £tt2) - Pctj = - jfgbg + K3c2, and                                                       r= -j£c 4.^- 5,.
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